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The Dormant Book: its history
and binding
The Conservation Unit has been looking into the history and
binding of the Dormont Book to see what can be learnt from
the way it was made and how it has been regarded over the
years. What follows is a summary of some of the early findings.
The Dormont book is rightly regarded as one of the treasures of Cumbria
Archive Service’s collection; not only is it an invaluable source for
information on the administration and ambition of the City of Carlisle from
1561, but as a physical object it is intentionally impressive with a binding
designed to convey the gravitas of the contents (see image on right).
The first two pages feature a cross with four roses making a version the
arms of Carlisle then a title page
with a large, illustrated letter ‘T’
(see below left for images of these
pages). Following this are the
oaths to be taken by the officials of
the city then 24 pages of rules. In
the subsequent centuries the book
has been used as an official record
of the running of the city, public oaths and declarations appear throughout
the 17th century and from 1672–1844 apprenticeship indentures were
recorded. More recently it has been used to record the granting of the
freedom of the city, including to President Woodrow Wilson whose
signature appears towards the back of the book.
Clearly the Domont Book has been a constant symbol for the authority
and identity of Carlisle since its creation in 1561. When the market cross
was erected in 1682 a representation of the Dormont Book was included
on the top with the brass plaque at the
bottom reading ‘the lion on top has one
of its paws on the Dormont Book of the
city’. Even with the help of close-up
photographs of the lion and surrounding
carving it is very difficult to identify the
book. Perhaps the rectangular object
between the lower paws is one of the
sides of the book, painted red with the
year 1682 in gold across it. If that is the
case, the lion is sitting on the book rather
than resting one of its paws on it. In the
early 1920s when the new coat of arms
for the city was being designed, it was
to the Dormont Book that the designers
turned and the arms shown on the first
page were used in the process. These
are also being held up on a scroll by
the lion on the market cross (see image
bottom right).
Continued overleaf
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The opening page introduces the book and tells us how to refer to it: ‘This called the regestar goverenor or dormont
book of the commonwelth of the inhabitances within the citie of Carlilse renewed in the year of our Lord God 1561’.
Referring to the book as ‘Dormont’ is our first clue to how it was regarded and used as the etymology of dormant gives its
pre-17th century meaning as ‘fixed in place’. This large volume would reside in a fixed location in Carlisle - perhaps the
common chest now found in the Guildhall Museum. This explanation is supported by other bookbinding descriptions;
the commercial account bindings called ‘ledgers or ledger-books’ are defined as ‘books that lie permanently in place’
and indeed this family of bindings (blank, large books for record keeping) are still referred to by bookbinders as
‘stationery bindings’.
The binding of the book offers up more clues. Previous theories have claimed that the binding was carried out locally,
perhaps by a saddle maker, there is also a prevailing idea that the binding is not original or at least has undergone
extensive restoration. While there is not sufficient room here to go into too much detail, the quality of the workmanship
and features in its construction give the impression of this being the work of a professional binder experienced in this
style of binding. Happily, close examination also shows that the binding is remarkably original with only minor restoration
to the strap, carried out surprisingly sympathetically. As we have been unable to find mention of a bookbinder in Carlisle
close to this period and we are also unable to find any other examples of this binding style (or anything remotely like it)
elsewhere in the archives we have to conclude that the Dormont Book was not bound locally. To find out more about
its origins we need to identify other examples of these books. Staffordshire Archives have a book close in date bound
in a very similar manner, intriguingly it was also used as a register of rules for town government. However, the size
and quality of the binding is somewhat less that the Dormont Book. We suspect that the Dormont Book may well have
originated in the Low Countries and was intended to be an account book, repurposed by the City of Carlisle.
There is much more research to be done and we would be grateful for any assistance:
• Have you come across any mention of the Dormont Book that could shed light on its origins or history?
• Have you found any similar looking books in other archives? Although be aware that 19th century account
books can have similar lacing and banding patterns on their covers.
• The initials ‘WT’ are tooled onto the front cover three times. Have you any idea who that could be? The tooling
appears later than 1561.
Tony King, Senior Conservator

Kendal Archive Centre
The Kendal Archive Centre re-opened on 5 March 2019 and is open for four days a week between 10am and 4pm,
Tuesdays to Fridays.
It is now necessary to make an appointment to visit and researchers need to identify the documents they wish to see
in advance of a visit, giving at least one week’s notice. Details of how to make an appointment and order documents
can be found below. There are no photocopying facilities but visitors are allowed to use a digital camera, providing
they purchase a photo licence.
The popular family history sources, including microfilms of parish and non-conformist registers and wills are now
located at Kendal Library and are available for six days a week including Wednesday evenings and Saturdays.
To find out more contact:
kendal.archives@cumbria.gov.uk or visit https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/archives/archivecentres/kac.asp
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Deadlines for copy for the Newsletter are:
1 April (May edition); 1 September (October edition); 1 December (January edition)
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From the Chair
Many of you will by now have heard about the new arrangements in place at the
Kendal Archive Centre and some of you will, rightly, be quite upset. I have been in
correspondence with the interested parties, along with Professor Peter Roebuck, the
Chair of the Cumbria Local History Federation and Adrian Allan, one of our committee
members. We have made representations at the highest level of management within
Cumbria County Council and we have made some progress. However, before you
all start jumping up and down, they have not made any concessions but they have
elucidated some of the points which were of concern.
We would love to hear what our membership thinks about these new arrangements whether they are good or bad (I have heard both). The full text of the County Council’s
proposals can be found in the January 2019 Newsletter and a shorter notice can be
found on page 2 of this edition.
Possibly the most disturbing aspect of this reorganisation is the fact that Cumbria County
Council undertook absolutely no consultation with interested bodies before they brought
in the new rules. With the demise of the Archives Advisory Committee this means that
FoCAS, who have given over £75,000 to the service over the years, have no channel to make our feelings known
and can only act retrospectively. The great danger is that this dictatorial attitude of the council may turn FoCAS into a
pressure group – and this must be avoided at all costs. I would urge each and every member of our Society to write
directly to the Archive Service or speak to their local county councillor and make their feelings known.
You may think I am going on a bit but the ominous spectre looms that the current arrangements will be rolled out at the
other three archive offices after the six or twelve month trial period. While this has not been stated in any of the press
releases, in our correspondence we have been told that Kendal is a trial, and if successful, will be the ‘model for the
other archive centres’.
Finally, I will make a plea. If you have found the Kendal arrangements not to your satisfaction, please do not take it out
on the staff. They are still the same, helpful, courteous people that they have always been and they, too, are having
to adjust to these new arrangements. If you have received good service, tell them and give them a pat on the back.

From the Treasurer and
Membership Secretary

Chester

First of all many thanks to all those members who have
renewed their subscriptions for 2019. There are only five
individuals, three couples and three societies who have still
to pay. If you know that you have not yet paid and intend to
do so please let me have your cheque - £12 for individuals
and £15 for couples and societies – as soon as possible. If
you are not sure then please give me a call on 01768 840903
or an email – Wastwater@talktalk.net – and I will check for
you. It would be really good to have everyone fully paid up.
At the end of last year I informed you that we had determined
not to invest a large sum in an Investment Fund because
of the uncertainties during the Brexit negotiations. These
uncertainties are still there and the Trustees have decided
that the money (£20,000) should be placed in the relative
security of a Skipton Building Society account. This will be
done after a meeting of the Trustees in April. Needless to say
we will keep back enough in our current account to cover
commitments and contingencies. The Senior Archivist, Mr
Robert Baxter, keeps us informed of the progress of the
application to the HLF for funding for the three major projects
which FoCAS has, in principle, agreed to support financially.
We will, of course, let you have the outcomes. We are
assured that there is still money – over £2,000 in the FoCAS
– donated ‘pot’ in the CAS budget and that this is being spent
on desired archives and reference works as and when they
come up. We have agreed to re-instate our financial support
of the CCHT for the next five years.

* Date for your diary *
The 2019 AGM/ Member’s Day
will be held on
Saturday 12 October 2019
at
Carlisle Archive Centre
The Editor would like to
encourage
FoCAS members to submit
short
articles on
archive-related subjects for
future editions of the Newsletter
If you would like to contribute
contact me at:
jean2.turnbull@btinternet.com

Many thanks for your continuing support.

Best wishes, Lorna
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Local History Month, May 2019: Activities in Cumbria
Events
Free unless otherwise stated. Contact the relevant library/ archive centre for further details
‘Family History Tasters’ – available to book at: Whitehaven, Egremont, Workington, Cockermouth, Moorclose,
Wigton, Keswick, Aspatria, Frizington, Maryport and Seaton libraries
‘Photo treasure trails for children’ - in Barrow, Roose & Walney libraries, 25 May to 1 June
Ambleside Library
• 29 May, Local history day with Joan Newby showing her photograph albums’, 10am - 1pm
• 29 May, ‘Reimagining Wordsworth on tour’, 2-3pm
Barrow Archive Centre
• 1 May, ‘ Introduction to Family History’, 7-9pm (booking essential, free)
Carlisle Library (1pm-1.45pm by ticket only – number limited. £2 to include refreshments)
• 20 May, ‘Down the line to Silloth’, Stephen White
• 22 May, ‘125 years: ‘the story of Carlisle Library’, Stephen White
• 23 May, ‘The Workhouse: the Cumbrian experience’, Stephen White
• 24 May, ‘Wapping: a forgotten district of Carlisle’, Stephen White
Kendal Library
• 10 May, Talk by Alan Cleaver on his book The Corpse Roads of Cumbria, 2pm (£1 to include refreshments)
• 16 May, ‘An Introduction to family history websites and resources’, 2-4.30pm (free, booking essential)
• 24 May, ‘Gems from the Local Studies collection’. Have you ever wondered what we keep in the Local Studies
secure area at Kendal Library? Come and see some of our gems
Millom Library
• 3 May, ‘Take a closer look at Stone Walls’, Stephen Cove
• 24 May, 2pm-3.30pm, ‘Introduction to Online Resources for Local and Family History’
• ‘Introduction to Family History IT’ (Sessions every Friday afternoon)
Penrith Library (2pm in the Library Seminar Room, ground floor))
• 1 May ‘Wicked Jimmy’, John Sharpe
• 8 May ‘Penrith’s Horrible Crimes’, Michael Mullett
• 15 May, ‘A Cumbrian Astronomer: Fearon Fallows (1778-1831) of Cockermouth’, John Smith
• 22 May, ‘A Cumbrian Artist: Jacob Thompson of Penrith’, Marjorie Smith
• 29 May, ‘Arms and Inscriptions: What’s on the Walls of Penrith’, Lorna Mullett
• 14 May, ‘Wordsworth on Tour’ (2pm)
• 21 May Damian Le Bas talks about his book The stopping places, a journey through gypsy Britain (7pm.
Tickets £3
Shap Library
• May 2, ‘Wordsworth on Tour’, 2pm
Ulverston Library
• 21 May, ‘Archives Open Day’
Whitehaven Archives
• 9 & 10 May,’ Ancestors in the Archives’, 2-3pm
• 21 May, 7-9 pm, ‘Wordsworth Evening Workshop’ run by the Wordsworth Trust

Displays (all month unless otherwise stated)
Appleby Library: Appleby Horse Fair
Aspatria Library: Sheila Fell
Barrow Library: The old Villages of Barrow
Cockermouth Library: Local long standing businesses of Cockermouth
Egremont Library: Old photographs from around the town and local characters long gone
Kendal Library: Display celebrating the bi-centenary of the Kendal Canal
Keswick Library: Alfred Wainwright
Maryport Library: Workington Steelworks
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Milnthorpe Library: Display of old local photographs
Moorclose Library: Workington Steelworks
Penrith Library: Appleby Horse Fair
Sedbergh Library: Display of local articles from The Dalesman
Silloth Libary: The Railway
Ulverston Library: Art in the Archives, Art exhibition with works by George Romney and Ben Lones
Walney Island Library: History of Walney Island
Whitehaven Library: Posters of Whitehaven’s past employers, Albright and Wilson (formerly Marchon)
Wigton Library: Celebrating the 50th anniversary of Nelson Thomlinson School
Windermere Library: Law and order in Lakeland
Workington Library: Transport through the years, including the Port of Workington

Documenting a clerical estate

In researching a history of Newbiggin Hall, near Carlisle (a former grange of Carlisle Cathedral Priory, later the Dean
and Chapter of Carlisle Cathedral), I was led to explore just some of the copious archives of the Dean and Chapter of
Carlisle that Carlisle Archive Centre holds. What I found surprised me in the quantity and quality of the information,
principally dating from 1570 onwards, that relates to the property they held in Cumbria and further afield. Taking just
one of the Chapter’s registers, for 1627-40, as a sample, one is provided with contemporary transcripts of leases of
their property.
The Dean and Chapter held a considerable amount of property in Carlisle and in 1630, Thomas Carliell, a Carlisle
merchant, acquired a 40 years lease of a burgage or tenement in the ‘Bulringe’ the property being described as abutting
on the ‘Moothall’ of Carlisle on the north east. A lease of a tenement in ‘Rookely Lane’ in Penrith to Hugh Nealson, a
merchant, also in 1630, is careful to record the successive members of the Gibson family, including the late Thomas
Gibson, a notary public, of Carlisle, who had previously occupied it. Following the Dissolution, the Dean and Chapter
acquired the property formerly of Wetheral Priory; almost a century later, in 1630, the Dean and Chapter leased the
rectory of Wetheral and Warwick and its chapels of St Anthony and St Severin, together with the ‘tower and Prior stable’
and other property formerly of the Priory, to Lord William Howard of Naworth for a term of 21 years. Besides such
leases to those prominent in the area, one finds leases to persons closely connected with the Dean and Chapter and
with the Bishop of Carlisle (a number of whose leases were copied into the registers of the Dean and Chapter). George
Lowther, gentleman, of Hawkesdale, described as servant to the bishop, was granted a tenement called ‘Causey or
Bailiff’s House’ near Rose Castle for the lives of George and his children, John and Elizabeth Lowther, and the longest
liver of them, the property having been previously occupied by George’s father, John, and his grandfather, Robert. As
Dr David Weston notes in his study, Rose Castle and the Bishops of Carlisle: 1133-2012 (CWAAS, 2013), the Lowther
family had a hereditary role as constable of Rose Castle.
Further afield, in 1628, the Bishop of Carlisle leased his London mansion, Carlisle House at Lambeth, to Micah
Wickham, gentleman, of Rose Castle (the bishop’s steward), for 21 years for an annual rent of £10; the property was
evidently previously leased to George Smith, a citizen and draper of London.
Evidence of industrial development is provided in the licence granted to Richard Barwis, esquire, of Islekirk, in 1634,
to erect salt pans and dig for and make salt on the Chapter’s ground at Crosscanonby. Whereas the annual rent for
this licence for 21 years was just 6/8d, the bishop of Carlisle in 1631 had achieved a potentially higher return in his
lease of coal mines on the glebe lands in the lordship of Newburn, Northumberland, to Humfrey Wharton, esquire,
of Guillingwood [Gilling], Yorkshire; for every coal pit where Humfrey should get or draw up ‘whole work’, that is for
every working day twenty score corves of coals (every corve containing one ‘Boolle Newcastle usual measure’) £20.
(At Newcastle-upon-Tyne in the period before Charles II, a Boolle, or Boll as it now known, comprised one 20th of a
chauldron (42 cwt) and so approximately 2.1 cwt.) Room for staiths on the glebe lands adjoining the River Tyne was
also granted to allow the transport of such coal to Newcastle.
Besides the series of registers of the Dean and Chapter, one has a whole series of surveys of their property, dating
from the Commonwealth period (when, following the abolition of deans and chapters of cathedrals, their property was
in state hands) to the mid-19th century. The Commonwealth surveys are particularly valuable, noting the conditions
of properties – for instance two burgages in Botchergate, without Carlisle, are described (in 1650) as ‘now quite burnt
down to the ground by the Scotts’ and Harraby water corn mill is stated to possess neither mill nor house nor so much
as one piece of timber or millstone left.
The archives of the Dean and Chapter not only document the history of the management of a significant estate (which
as late as 1873 still included 2,017 acres of land in Cumberland) but also throw light on such subjects as tenurial
conditions, agricultural and industrial change, and relationships with their community, besides helping one to trace the
history of their individual urban and rural properties. They deserve to be better known and quarried for the information
they can reveal. (Besides the lists of the archives of the Dean and Chapter available on the Cumbria Archive Service’s
website, https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/archives, readers will find the chapter on ‘Property and Finance’ in Dr David
Weston’s Carlisle Cathedral History (Bookcase, 2000) a helpful introduction).
Adrian Allan
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News from the Cumbria Archive Service

Carlisle Archive Centre Round-up
Community Outreach

Carlisle Archive Centre hosted the first Discovery Evening of 2019 on 26 February. This was the first of two events,
which focus on manufacturing industry in Carlisle and this event covered ‘engineering’. Much of the material on display
related to Cowans Sheldon Ltd., once a major employer in Carlisle. Cowans Sheldon produced cranes and railway
turntables, which were supplied to countries worldwide. The extensive Cowans Sheldon archive contains photographic
material reflecting the many uses to which the cranes were put. Cowans Sheldon cranes could be found in docks,
harbours and wharves as well as within the railway industry and manufacturing. We were joined by Cumbria Industrial
History Society, which set up a stand and display in the searchroom. http://www.cumbria-industries.org.uk/cumbriaindustrial-history-society This was one of our more popular events, attracting 66 visitors during the evening. We will
be hosting another manufacturing related evening in October, which will focus on textiles.
In early March, Carlisle Archive Centre hosted a group from Amy’s
Care. This is a community interest company, which offers day-care
services for older adults, including those with dementia. The group
have worked with our CSO team at the Library and this was their
first trip to the Archive Centre. The purpose of the visit was reminiscence and discussion, stimulated by items on display. The CSO
team advised us of the topics of interest to group members. These
included; Carlisle United Football Club, railways, Dalston, Willow Holme Power Station (see image of staff members on the right), art and
creative activities. The display of records in the map room included
items of a very visual nature; photographs, sketchbooks, drawings,
football match day programmes, plans and books of fabric samples.
Meanwhile, in the searchroom, members of Archive Service staff and
CSOs were able to show the group some records on microfilm and
photographs from Cumbria Image Bank, on specially provided tablets. The group consisted of 16 members plus seven
Amy’s Care staff. Refreshments were provided offering a social opening for group members. We were pleased to be
able to offer this opportunity to people who would not normally use our service and we hope that it offered much benefit
to group members, stimulating interesting memories of Carlisle and beyond. Archive staff learnt a great deal from the
session which will be beneficial for future events of this kind.

Cataloguing

A selection of the highlights from recent cataloguing:
Low Hesket Village Hall, 1944-2004 (DSO 349)
The hall opened on 3 June 1954 and this collection tells its story from the original
vision of a local facility to its place in the community today. Highlights include the
signed pledge of those undertaking to give their spare time services to the building
of the proposed Village Hall, May 1947 (see image on right) and the photograph
album of the construction and opening of the hall.
Cumberland Building Society (DB 193)
The series of minutes cover the period 1857-2009. To date minutes have been
listed to 1958: Cumberland Co-Operative Benefit Building Society (later Cumberland
Building Society), 1857-1947; Cumberland Building Society, 1947-1958; Carlisle
Perpetual Benefit Building Society, 1859-1931. This company was dissolved in
1931 and mortgages transferred to the Cumberland Co-Operative Benefit Building
Society. The later minutes and remaining series of records have yet to be catalogued.
Brampton Poor Law Union (SPUB)
Work continues on this collection; much of the material has been catalogued but
there are still outstanding series. The following are now listed: Relief Order Books,
1848-1989, providing details of applicants for poor relief; Weekly Outdoor Receipt
and Expenditure Books (later Relieving Officer’s Receipt and Expenditure) 18581930.
Senhouse of Maryport; Building Development, 1759-1958 (DSEN)
A hitherto uncatalogued series in the Senhouse family of Netherhall collection. This includes a register of occupiers
of land and property in Maryport, from 1749 to c.1900 and files of vouchers and correspondence relating to the
Butchers’ Market, Maryport, early 1830s and specification for the repair of Maryport Mills, 1836. Later material includes
demolition orders from Maryport Urban District Council, 1939-1958.
Cumberland Infirmary, 1828-2008 (THOS 1)
Work continues on our hospital collections, the largest being that of Cumberland Infirmary (see Lancaster Univeristy
placement item on page 7).

Accessions

A selection of the highlights from recent accessions:
Cumberland Building Society. A large collection of records, comprising; minutes of the Board and committees, annual
reports and accounts; photographs; booklets and papers; pass books; company history. The minute books have been
catalogued for the period 1857-1958 and these include predecessor companies Cumberland Co-Operative Benefit
Building Society and the Carlisle Perpetual Benefit Building Society (DB 193 Accession H14555)
Cumberland River Authority. Annual reports, 1912-1924; Standing orders, 1912; Report of J Arthur Hutton on his visit
to the River Derwent, 1916 (SCRA Accession: H14585)
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Hidden Stories Shared Lives Oral History Project. Oral history recordings of 51 people who were born outside the
UK but now live in Cumbria. Interviews explore the reasons why they left their country of birth (DX 2361 Accession:
H14609)
Thomas Altham and Son Ltd., Burrowgate, Penrith. Minutes; company accounts and balance sheets; memoranda and
articles of association; plans; correspondence and papers; marketing and advertising papers; photographs; Tinkler and
Co. of Penrith, balance sheets and papers; bank books of Geo. Brown, Ironmongers of Carlisle; register of firearms
(DB 97 Accession: H14638)
Musgrave family of Eden Hall, Edenhall. Household accounts and expenses of the Musgrave family of Cumberland
contained in bound volumes. Musgrave family accounts: ‘Sir Christopher’s Expenses’ at Bath etc., 1727-1728, cash
book, 1677-1683, housekeeping accounts, 1768-1775, house and family book, 1662-1669, household accounts 16811684 (DMUS Accession: H14703)
St Catherine’s Roman Catholic Church, Penrith. Church records generally to 1948; baptism registers, 1841-1919;
marriage register, 1857-1936; burial register, 1856-1911; correspondence and papers; financial papers; survey for
burial; church history notes; parish council minutes (Kirkby Stephen and Appleby) 1975-1978; school records, 18761983 (DFCRC 5 Accession: H14736)
Louise Smith, Archivist

Lancaster University placement

For the third year, Carlisle Archives has hosted an undergraduate History student, Chloe Umpleby, from the University
of Lancaster on work experience. This placement forms part of a credit-bearing course module at the end of which, the
student must submit a final report. The placement also provides valuable material for the student’s CV and experience
of working in the heritage sector.
Chloe has helped to tackle the cataloguing of records of the
Cumberland Infirmary, Carlisle. This collection had already been
identified as a priority in our collection management survey. Although
some of the records had previously been listed, they had not been
structured to enable a more hierarchical arrangement. Time was
spent with Chloe to help her understand and implement archival
theory. Under supervision, she was able to physically sort, arrange
and then list the material using our specialist archival software, DS
CALM. The records in the collection fall into five broad categories:
Management and administration, Staff, Patient, Finance and
Photographs (Image left: Staff at Cumberland Infirmary, 1922).
There were quite a number of committees in existence at the hospital
and to accommodate all of these it was necessary to introduce
additional administrative levels (SUB-SERIES) into the catalogue. Chloe managed to list all of the reports and minutes
without any problem and record all the relevant information on CALM. When tackling the patient admission registers,
we were able to introduce her to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and demonstrate how we use our
cataloguing software to govern access to collections that contain sensitive personal information less than 100 years
old. This led to a useful discussion on subject access requests, and our role in liaising with the relevant health authority
that is ultimately responsible for making the decision to grant access.
By the end of her five-week placement Chloe had helped us to create a meaningful catalogue structure for some key
records created by this important Carlisle hospital. Due to the volume of patient records, further cataloguing will be
required and this will be undertaken and completed by staff members.
Michael Stephens

Kendal Archive Centre

Kendal Archive Centre re-opened on 5 March and we are pleased to have welcomed a steady flow of researchers
to our re-configured searchroom since then. Our new access arrangements are in place, details of how to make a
booking to use the searchroom can be found on our website at https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/archives/archivecentres/
kendalaccess.asp

Cataloguing

While the priority over the past few months has been the relocation of collections into new and improved strongroom
accommodation, along with all the essential work of location recording that involves, we have also been able to
continue with backlog cataloguing projects as well as taking the opportunity to iron out any cataloguing anomalies
which have come to light during the moving process. This work is ongoing.
Meanwhile, work is nearing completion on a long-term cataloguing project
being undertaken by volunteer Richard Daly (see image on left). Richard
has been working for more than two years on an important photographic
collection, that of Kendal photographer Joseph Hardman (1893-1972).
Born near Manchester, Hardman moved to Kendal with his brother in
1911 and set up a window cleaning business, but his growing interest
in photography took over, and his photographs appeared in the local
and national press as well as in magazines, books and, of course, on
postcards. The collection consists of thousands of prints documenting
Lake District life and landscape, spanning the 1930s to the 1960s. He
was often engaged to photograph local events such as sheep dog trials,
agricultural shows and flower shows, but he also enjoyed photographing
the day-to-day activities of local people at work and at leisure in the
countryside – shepherds, ploughmen, fruit picking, fishing, hunting and
sporting activities.
Richard has now sorted and listed over ten thousand photographs – a task not helped by the fact that only around a third
of these were captioned by Hardman, the rest requiring a great deal of work to identify subjects and locations. When
the last of the prints have been catalogued and sorted into their final arrangement, the collection will be repackaged.
Continued overleaf
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Continued from page 7

Right: Two
images from the
Joseph Hardman
collection
(WDHD)

Recent accessions

Cartmel Fell Charities: Cartmel Fell Trustees Accounts, 1888-1942 (WDEC 50)
Wainwright Society: copies of Wainwright Society Calendars 2016 and 2019; issues 59-64 of Footsteps, the society’s
magazine; books: Where Poppies Blow by J Lewis Stempel and The Seabird’s Cry by Adam Nicolson, winners of
Wainwright Society book prize, 2018; Challenge books, Fellwalking with a Camera at 30 and The Far Eastern Fells
Anniversary Challenge; leaflet, Blencathra - ‘...one of the grandest objects in Lakeland. And one of the Best known’; file
of loose papers including information sheets on 2018 and 2019 Challenge, and newspaper article (WDAW)
North Westmorland and Appleby ledgers from Eden District Council predecessor authorities (Treasurer’s Dept.) relating
to housing, rating, general finance, mortgages, loans etc. (WSRDNW & WSMBA)
Additions to Bampton Parish Council and Askham Parish Council deposits (WPC 57 & WPC 72)
Additions to Natland and Oxenholme Women’s Institute and Killington Women’s Institute deposits (WDSO 22 & WDSO
83)
Spreadsheets relating to crime in Victorian Westmorland, compiled from research in various archive sources (WDX
1988)
Hazel Gatford, Archivist

Outreach

Since we opened on 5 March we have worked with 140 pupils. On 11 March there was a visit to two large Year 5
classes at Heron Hill School for sessions looking at Kendal on early OS maps (31 pupils in each class). These sessions
added an historical dimension to the map work that the class had been engaged in. On 18 March, Year 4 of Natland
St Mark’s Primary kicked off their English project on biographies by visiting the Archive Centre to find out about Alfred
Wainwright. There were 19 pupils in this class and four adults accompanied them and took part in the session.
On 25 March two Year 6 classes of 29 and 30 pupils each, plus eight adults, from Stramongate School visited in
connection with their local history work. They came to find out about the role of their school as a WWI Auxiliary Hospital
and that of Hubert Simpson, a past pupil at the school, and also one of several men from the Royal Army Medical Corps
who assisted in the setting up of the hospital in March 1915. FOCAS readers may recall that the detailed diaries of
Hubert Simpson have been the subject of some short pieces in recent Newsletters.
Margaret Owen, Archivist

Barrow Archives and Local Studies Centre

Since January we have had a number of evening events, school
visits, talks to outside groups and events in conjunction with
other organisations. We had to move into the main library for
our evening ‘130+ years of public transport’ about the trams
and buses which used to run in the town as we had over 50
people booking seats. One of our volunteers, Kay Parker, has
been researching the Kellner-Partington Paper Company based
at Salthouse Mills and has made contact with former employees.
A large number of them turned up for our evening event about
the Paper Mills. Kay has deposited her research with us and
continues to add to it. It would be great if we could record
memories of people working at the mills before the former staff
die. Our last event was a book launch for Feather Bed and Shive
of Cheese: The field names of Finsthwaite by Sophia Martin, Liz
Kingston & Pat Jones (pictured on the right), volunteers with the
Mapped History section of Rusland Horizons Project. The book
is available from book shops in Ulverston or by email (see book
report on page 11 for further details).
Susan has given talks to Scales WI on the work of the Archive Service and the history of the Aldingham area; Dalton
Local History Society on Dalton in the Second World War and Duddon History Group on the Diaries of Edward Wadham.
Barrow Civic Society visited the Centre for a session on Barrow 150: the history of the town since it became a borough
in 1867.

New Accessions

Amalagamated Society of Woodworkers Barrow Branch 1889-1937: Minute books 1889-1928 (10 volumes); Proposition
form books for Carpenters and Joiners 1907-1913 (2); Woodworkers Clearance forms for members removing from one
branch to another 1923-1937; Joiners and Carpenters: Particulars entered on clearance of member 1936-1927. One
of our volunteers, John Houliston, is creating a database of the names of the men who were members of the Barrow
branch (BDSO 168)
Roose Methodist Church (Stonedyke): including Sunday School registers 1933-2001; baptism register 1991-2014;
Sisterhood records 1929-1974; Men’s Institute records 1931-1953 (BDFCBWM 9)
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Alan Fullard Collection of sports programmes: Match programmes for Barrow Amateur Football Club, Barrow Speedway,
Barrow Rugby League Football Club 1970s-1990s (BDX 812)
Dennis Whittaker Collection (shipbuilding) including photographs of ships mainly leaving Barrow 1930s; pamphlets and
information brochures produced by VSEL, VSEL Armaments, GEC Marine, Marconi Naval systems and BAE Systems
(20th-21st century); VSEL Link Dec 1998; HMS Ocean: article by J C Hudson & W Rawlinson called The Design of
HMS Ocean, brochure 1998, Commissioning book 1998, A brief history and walk through (brochure); Memories of
working in the shipyard written by W Stainton (BDX 814)
One of our volunteers, John Houliston, has just finished creating a database of the applications to vote by men serving
in the forces in 1918. At the moment it is only available by contacting the Archive Centre. A second volunteer, Alan
Smith, has almost completed his database of those men applying to the Military Tribunal for exemption from conscription
during the First World War (see sample of contents below).

Susan Benson

News from Whitehaven Archives and Local Studies Centre
Proposed closure for building works

In terms of future planning, across the Archives ‘estate’, Cumbria County Council has committed to work towards
improving its property. From an archives perspective this primarily relates to a need to improve the standard of archive
accommodation so that it meets modern requirements and more of it as the quantities of archives are ever-increasing.
Following on from the new build at Carlisle Archives we have recently seen Kendal Archives acquire a new strongroom
and work will now move to the Whitehaven Archives site. The work at Whitehaven involves a build around the existing
site on Scotch Street so that the Whitehaven Library, Archives, Registrars and Community Learning can deliver their
services on one site as a County Council Hub. The internal building will be entirely remodelled to provide these other
services with the specialist space they need, whilst allowing for better of use of space where it can be shared (for
example for library author events or archive ‘Discovery Evenings’). To the rear of the building the proposals will include
a new, larger, archive strongroom.
Regular readers of the Newsletter will have noticed that the dates keep changing and this is because the progress
of the planning work has been subject to all manner of procedural hold-ups. We have been advising customers for
some time that Whitehaven Archives will close for a period of around 12 months from summer 2019. We currently
anticipate Whitehaven Archives could close as early as the first week of July 2019 for the duration of the
building work. With this in mind, we recommend any researchers with plans to use Whitehaven Archives
should make the most of any opportunities within the next few months! Users can see any updates, and fine
tuning of this date, on our web page at https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/archives/whatsnew/default.asp and also
through our Twitter feed @CumbriaArchives
During the closure period, the County Council will be acquiring external off-site storage so our archive holdings can
be safely stored. This will mean there will be no access to the document holdings until the Archive Centre re-opens, at
least one year later. During this closure, all microfilms will be available within an area of Whitehaven Library, supported
by a selection of books from our Local Studies Library. Archive staff will be on hand to support research and volunteer
work for some of the time. Researchers will also be able to use these sources on a self-serve basis (Whitehaven
Library is open six days a week). Archive Discovery Evenings will be offered from the library. Meanwhile staff will be
making inroads into cataloguing backlogs and digitising archive contents behind the scenes. We will not be able to
respond to any detailed enquiries during this time.
We have benefited from the generous support of volunteers with our indexing and cataloguing for many years but
during the closed period those working hands-on with archives will be offered ‘time off for good behaviour’! We would
still love to have support with a new project we are rolling out to index and digitise our local studies files contents and
hope some existing volunteers will transfer to this work. As ever, we are keen to have some more support for the
monthly Archive Discovery Evenings, in terms of meet-and-greeting, supervising documents, and with refreshments.
Please let staff know if you would like more information on any of these volunteering opportunities.
Catherine Clark, Community Services Manager, Copeland

Recent Accessions

Marchon phosphate operations (YDB 59)
Rosehill Theatre programmes (YDSO 121)
Mockerkin School photograph (PH 1664)
William Pit and Walkmill Coke Works (PH 1665)
Cleator Spade Forge photographs (PH 1666)
West Cumbria Community Health Council (YWCCH)
Millom Town Council minutes (YSPC 38)
Moresby Parish Council (YPSC 5)
Parton Parish Council (YSPC 26)
Sporting programmes (YDX 629 & YDX 338)
Beckermet with Ponsonby parish (YPR 11)
Woodland Trust (YDEC 18)
Workington Opera House (YDX 732)
Sellafield annual reports and newsletters (YBNFL)
Homewood Annexe report book (YTHOS 2)
British Steel newsletters (YBSC)
E S Gainford and Son, coal merchants (YDB 101)
Henry Southward and descendants, family history (YDX 735)
South West CWAAS posters and programmes (YDSO 81)
Continued overleaf
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Continued from page 9

Allerdale Above Derwent lay subsidy roll, 1641 (YDX 736)
Whitehaven and District Cage Bird Society (YDSO 184)
Deeds relating to a property on Strand Street and King Street, Whitehaven (YDX 733)
Additional material relating to Lord Adams, Joseph McBain and the West Cumberland Industrial
Development Company Ltd (YDB 60)
Calder Abbey photographs and Mary Fair research and correspondence (YDX 57)
Papers of William Taylor soldier, 3rd Battalion Irish guards, 1942-1947 (YDX 731)
Plan of machines, boilers and engine house intended for new pit at Bransty, 1803 (TNCB)
‘A Map of Cumberland from the Best Authorities’. Engraved by James Kennedy, published by F Jollie,
Carlisle [c.1790] (YDX 734)

Cataloguing

Retrospective cataloguing of Local Studies material and district council records by staff continues. At the start of
2019 a further 134 boxes of Waugh and Musgrave solicitors records have been added to CASCAT following detailed
listing by a volunteer, while a member of staff does works on water-damaged documents from this collection. Our last
work-experience placement listed a box of Waugh and Musgrave solicitors records relating to William Robinson of St
Helen’s Street, Cockermouth (DWM 551) and created a display of Marchon photographs for our Archive Discovery
Evening in March. This display will then be at Whitehaven Library. A sixth-form student is joining us for a week and
should be working on packaging and listing photographs relating to Lord Adams and the West Cumberland Industrial
Development Company (YDB 60).
Diane Hodgson, Archivist

Outreach activities

During March a number of local primary schools were invited to visit
Whitehaven Archive Centre for a final look around our building before we close for refurbishment work. So far 165 pupils have visited.
Children from schools at Whitehaven, Parton, Gosforth and Frizington were given a behind-the-scenes tour where they got to see some
interesting documents up close, learn what types of documents we
hold, why we hold them and how we keep them in the best possible
condition for years to come. Afterwards we had a number of activities to introduce them to how they would research local and family
history. A great time was had by all from the feedback I have had
and St James Junior School published their visit on their website.
http://www.stjamesjun.cumbria.sch.uk/work/class-4---maps-and-archives/46215 (see image on right).
Jacqueline Moore, Community Services Officer

Archive Discovery Evenings and behind the scenes

It may have been a rainy Tuesday evening with some scintillating
TV viewing available on the Parliament Channel – but nearly 40
visitors chose to spend their time at Whitehaven Archive Centre at
the regular monthly Discovery Evening recently when the spotlight
was on one of the town’s former major employers.
The Marchon works dominated the skyline in the town from the post
war years until its closure in the early years of this century, and
many former employees came along to see just a small fraction of
the archive collection held here (see image on left). Most of them
were both surprised and delighted to see the memory of the famous
factory being kept alive by way of a small exhibition and the display
of old photographs, product brochures and detergent packaging
from the 1940s and 1950s among other things. Since then we have
had repeat visits from people who were introduced to the Archive
Service at this particular event, and want now to pursue their interest further. There was a particularly pleasant atmosphere as old friends and
colleagues were reunited, and lots of the photographic collection now have
names and proper captions to add to CASCAT as old faces were identified and
anecdotes shared.
The Archive Discovery Evening is a monthly event held at Whitehaven Archive
Centre on the third Tuesday of each month – doors open 7pm and refreshments are available. And it is all free.
One of the behind-the-scenes jobs which has been going on for some time at
Whitehaven Archive Centre is the appraisal of building regulation plans from
the old Whitehaven and Workington Boroughs. Agreement was reached some
time ago with the successor authorities to dispose of some of the plans for
minor developments such as for sheds, conservatories or garages where, crucially, no detailed layout or drainage plans of buildings are shown. These plans
are gradually being weeded out of the vast collections, creating metres of empty shelf space in the strongroom – a good piece of ‘housekeeping’ and collection management, and less to move out during the upcoming closed period.
Lesley Park, Archives Assistant
Above: Where have all our boxes gone? Archive Assistant Alison Hurst shows off the empty shelving she has
created from her behind-the-scenes appraisal work at Whitehaven Archive Centre.
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More on recent cataloguing

We were pleased to acquire, by purchase from the Archive Service’s own budget, the 1641 Lay Subsidy Roll for the
Allerdale-above-Derwent division of Cumberland (YDX 736). Parliament passed four subsidies for relief of the ‘distresses of the Army’ and ‘the People in the Northern parts’. Each of these subsidies was levied on those subjects
worth £3 in money and goods at 2s 8d in the pound, and those holding land worth £1 a year or more at 4s in the pound.
Aliens and papists who came within the ambit of the subsidies paid at twice these rates. In addition those aliens and
papists who were not liable for the taxes above had to pay a poll tax of 8d.
Our Subsidy Roll (dated at Cockermouth, 15 April 1641), covering the area from Workington and Cockermouth down
to Millom, records the people (numbers ranging from one to six within each parish or township) paying the first two
subsidies who were liable to the taxes on goods or lands. Familiar members of the local squirearchy are present:
William Hudleston at Millom, William Pennington at Muncaster, John Irton at Irton, John Senhouse at Gosforth, John
Ponsonby at Haile, Christopher Lowther at Whitehaven, Henry Fletcher at Moresby, John Lamplugh at Lamplugh and
Sir Patricius Curwen at Workington, together with a list of 43 recusants paying the poll subsidy within the division.
Notable recusants include Henry Skelton of Branthwaite and his wife Margaret, Lady Margaret Curwen of Rottington,
together with her children Eldred, Wilfred, John, Martha and Anne. Elizabeth Lamplugh, the widowed mother of John
Lamplugh (two recusants in Cockermouth are also listed as servants to his sister Frances). An image of the Subsidy
Roll is available online in CASCAT.
Section of recusants in Allerdale-above-Derwent, Lay Subsidy Roll 1641 (YDX 736)
Cataloguing of late 19th and early 20th century local government records held at our outstore continues. One recent
interesting find is a hitherto unknown preceding minute book for the Arlecdon and Frizington Local Board/Urban District Council. Covering the period 1876-1882, the minute book of the ‘Parochial Committee for the Special Drainage
District of Arlecdon and Frizington’ informs us that they first met at the Royal Oak Inn, Frizington, on 12 June 1876.
Amongst other business transacted, they resolved to purchase two copies of the Public Health Act of 1875. At their
next meeting, the Committee agreed to appoint engineers to report on supplying the district with water, and to request
Whitehaven Rural Sanitary Authority ‘to obtain urban powers for the district with as little delay as possible’ and to send
their Inspector of Nuisances to attend all of their meetings (SRDEA/1/1/1).
Robert Baxter, Senior Archivist

Eric Greenslade, BA, LLB (Hons),
FIMgt., 1932-2019
Eric Greenslade who died in February 2019 was
born in Barrow-in-Furness and spent his early life
in Surrey. He returned to Barrow in 1939, spending
the war years with his sister and aunt. After the
war the family moved to Newcastle and Eric left
school at 14 working first as a delivery boy, then an
apprentice at Vickers before joining the RAF for five
years aged 18. After leaving the RAF he joined the
Cumberland and Westmorland Constabulary (later
Cumbria Constabulary) where he remained for 33
years, ending his career as a Chief Superintendent.
As a police officer he and his wife Audrey and their
four children moved many times within Cumbria –
often at very short notice. In 1981 Eric and Audrey
settled in Cockermouth where they remained for the
rest of their lives.
On retirement in 1988 Eric was able to spend more
time on his various interests, including sport (he had
a long-time involvement in the game of badminton),
travel (in the couple’s newly-purchased campervan)
and history, becoming a member of both the Friends
of Cumbria Archives (FoCAS) and the Cumberland
and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological
Society. But Eric was far more than a mere member
of FoCAS he was respectively Treasurer during the
years 1992 to 1999, Treasurer and Membership
Secretary 1999-2000 and he edited the Newsletter
between 2001 and 2009. He remained Assistant
Editor until 2013.
In 2013 Eric’s wife Audrey died and he began to suffer
from ill health. Thereafter, his active involvement
with FoCAS ceased. He is remembered by all those
who worked with him within FoCAS as a very nice
and well organised man. He has been described
elsewhere as “A much-loved family man and police
chief” see obituary in the Times and Star ,6 March
2019.

Feather Bed and Shive of Cheese
In 2016-17 the Regional Heritage Centre was involved in
a local history initiative as part of the community-led HLF
Rusland Horizons programme in South Cumbria. Entitled
‘Mapped Histories’, the project involved training volunteers to
collect and interpret field-names and other minor place-names
in the Furness Fells area. An important spin-off of that project
has now appeared in print.
Three of the volunteers
became so fascinated by
how the wealth of detail in
these names illuminated the
past and present that they
continued their research
and have published a
remarkable book. Feather
Bed and Shive of Cheese
records
and
discusses
hundreds of names of fields
and woods in a group of
villages at the south-west
foot of Lake Windermere.
The authors, Sophia Martin,
Pat Jones and Liz Kingston,
have used archives and
local tradition to build up a
fascinating picture which
echoes both ancient and modern farming and woodland
working practices. Hatter Parrock, Justice Scar, The Prison
Field, Bell Intake, Sourbutts, Washhouse Hill and the Cuckoo
Bridge are just some of the names of fields, woods, and minor
landscape features documented in this book, which also
contains short histories of Finsthwaite, Lakeside, Stott Park
and Ealinghearth. The book is illustrated with photographs
and 50 maps pinpointing every field and wood.
Feather Bed and Shive of Cheese is available by
contacting Pat Jones:
email highdam3@btinternet.com
(cost £17, inclusive of p&p)
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James Edward Fell: soldier and postman
When tasked with finding an interesting item from our collections
at Cumbria Archive Centre, Carlisle for an ‘Archive of the Month’
display, I was very pleased to discover (with the help of a colleague)
a small collection of family papers relating to James Edward Fell,
a rifleman in the Kings Royal Rifles (DX 1957). Containing a great
deal of useful information for soldiers, ‘The Small Book’ is one of the
highlights. Pages 4-5 (see image on right) give details of soldier’s
name and description of attestation and of the soldier’s next of kin
now living.
Within the pages of this Small Book is to be found advice about how
to complain, should any soldier think himself wronged; notes from
the Army Act listing offences and penalties, including the penalty
of death; a warning of fines for drunkenness; a guide to saluting
of officers and points to be observed when on guard; instructions
for cleaning the rifle; instructions for cleaning clothing; a guide and
recipes for field cooking; information about furloughs; instructions regarding marriage; advice about civil employment
on discharge or transfer to the army reserve and advice about soldier’s wills. Pages 41-43 give details of service.
From these we learn that James spent one year 232 days in Bermuda from March 1904 to October 1905 and, whilst
there, passed the battalion’s swimming test on 22 May 1905, the certificate for which is stuck into the back of the Small
Book, along with the form stating he ‘passed mounted infantry’ with ‘very good’ qualifications and was a ‘good groom’.
Referring back to James’ time in Bermuda, there are reminders in the form of steamer and mail coach information
published by the Tourists’ General Information Bureau along with a souvenir booklet.
The collection also includes James’ Reserve Certificate and his Certificate of
Character giving details of his transfer from regular army service to the Army
Reserve, dated November 1906. Following his discharge, James seems to have
applied to work on the railway and the headmaster of Shap Boys’ School wrote a
glowing reference (see image top left).
On his marriage to Mary Alice Richardson on 22 June 1907 he gives his occupation
as postman and his residence as Cotehill. From a copy birth certificate we learn
that daughter Florence May Fell was born 22 April 1908. The next we hear of
James is via an undated newspaper cutting headed, ‘Cotehill Man a Prisoner of
War’ (see image centre right).
Through his Soldier’s Pay
Book and a series of black
and white postcards and
photographs we can follow
James during his time in
Germany.
His Pay Book
indicates he was held at
Gustrow camp, Meckleberg. A postcard sent to his wife and
children is stamped, ‘Kriegsgefangenlager (Prisoner of War camp)
Parchim’ (1914). A postcard photograph of himself and another
soldier was sent to his wife from Parchim (1914) and his parents
in Shap were sent a postcard photograph from Osterterp, Kreis
Apenrade, Schleswig (1915). Another postcard dated 1915 shows
a group of soldiers, possibly including James, at Tingliff. There is
also a postcard photograph of Wasbeck camp dated 1915 (see
image bottom right). It appears that James was back home by
April 1919, as seen in a Protection Certificate and Certificate of
Identity of that date, for use to obtain pay during 28 days leave at
the end of military service. His Discharge Certificate is dated 31
March 1920 and lists the medals he was awarded. It also states
that he had served seven years 264 days with colours and eight
years 230 days in the Army Reserve.
Another newspaper cutting gives more information regarding his military career during the First World War. He joined
his regiment on 4 August 1914, was a prisoner for four years six weeks and returned home in January 1919. This
cutting, dated July 1931, is a report of a presentation to James of a mahogany bureau by residents of Cumwhinton and
Cotehill areas, in appreciation of his services as a postman. His deliveries were made by bicycle which he rode over
‘some exceedingly rough roads in all weathers’ and was so punctual that people ‘could almost set their clocks by him’.
The last chapter of James’ story comes with
39 Merith Avenue, Carlisle on 22 December 1960.
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This is just a glimpse of this lovely collection and the tantalising information about family members, etc. to be found in
other documents beckons …
Vivienne Gate
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